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Lesson 2 of The RTI/MTSS 

Coach Training Series

• What are quick and easy ways of collecting 
data?

• Look at ways data can help you improve 
instruction.

• Explore ways of charting data so students  
self-monitor.

Outcomes for Lesson 2 Progress Monitoring 
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Anticipation Guide: Lesson 2 – Progress Monitoring 

Question Pre Post

What are 4 qualities of well-designed 
progress monitoring?

Name 5 tools for collecting data, other than 
paper-pencil tests.

Why is it important to determine whether 
you are measuring for frequency, duration or 
intensity/quality?

What questions should a teacher ask in order 
to turn progress monitoring into growth 
mindset opportunity?

What is the rule of four?

Directions: Before viewing the video and doing the readings write your best answer based on your current information in the “before” section.
After completing the module, use the “after” column to change or add any new information to your original answers. 
Part of our live discussions will be sharing your new insights.

Video : Progress Monitoring Video : Questions or reflections

1.

2.

3.

Reading 1: Progress Monitoring Guidelines pp.120 - 124 Reading 1: Questions or reflections

1.

2.

3.

Reading 2: Data collection Tools  pp. 124 - 129 Reading 2: Questions or reflections

1.

2.

3.

Note-taking Directions: 
• In each of the left side boxes, note three or more things that you find interesting or important while watching the video or reading the book excerpt. Use direct 

quotes, descriptions, or short summaries. 
• In the right side boxes, note your thoughts about the things you wrote on the left. In general, these would be your own reflections, or questions.
• A minimum of three entries in each of the boxes is required to fulfill the note-taking task.  We will use this information as a launching point for our online 

discussions.

Lesson 2: Progress Monitoring
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MTSS Assessment Types

• Universal

• Diagnostic

• Progress monitoring
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Progress Monitoring Quality 
Checklist

❑ Is it short and easy to administer?

❑ Does it clearly define the performance 
expectation?

❑ Is it easy to record and draw conclusions from the 
data?
❑Bar or line graph
❑Chart
❑Rubric

❑ Is it repeatable so you can see growth at a 
granular level?

What should we measure?

• Frequency – Increase or 
decrease in the number of 
occurrences within a certain 
time frame.

• Duration - How long behavior 
lasts. 

• Intensity/Quality – How much 
better or worse.

Chapter 6 in book page 
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Example

Problem Frequency Duration Intensity

Incomplete 

assignments

Change in number 

of times

Change in how long 

each lasts

Change in quality.

Sally will go from 

having 3 late 

assignments to 1 

late assignment 

per week.

Sally will average 

being 1 week late to 

no more than 1 day 

late.

Sally’s assignments will go from 

being late 3 times a week with 

50% correct/complete

to having 1 late assignment 

that is at least 60% correct and 

complete. 

Ways To Measure Progress 
for Attention and Focus

Frequency Duration Intensity/Quality

Time it takes to make a 
transition

Number of times she 
does not start within 
20 seconds

How long she sits 
there without 
starting

How much sass she 
gives me when I ask her 
to start.
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Ways To Measure Progress for 
Attention and Focus

Frequency Duration Intensity/Quality

Can identify the main 
idea and details

1 point for each 
correct main idea 
and each detail.

Accuracy of main 
idea and each 
detail that 
correctly matches 
the details with 
the main idea.

Progress Monitoring = Measuring in small increments
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Data Collection Tools

Anticipation Guides
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Narrative Writing Rubric
Criteria 4 points 3 points 2 points 1 point Multiplier Score

Introduction Good attention 

grabber

Weak attention 

grabber

Confusing 

attention grabber

Doesn’t grab 

reader’s attention

4 4

Sequence of 

ideas

Logical sequence 

of events with 

good transitions

Mostly good 

sequence, some 

off topic.  Good 

transitions

Wander off topic 

which is a little 

hard to follow.  

Some good 

transitions

Frequently off 

topic or out of 

logical order.

Weak transitions

10 30

Clear picture Vivid and creative 

details. Exciting 

verbs

Some creative 

details and 

descriptive 

vocabulary

Some details 

distract. Clear 

details are 

infrequent.

Little creative 

and descriptive 

detail.

7 14

Writing

Conventions

No spelling, 

capitalization or 

punctuation 

errors.  Grammar 

is strong.

Not more than 2 

errors in final 

draft.  

Not more than 4 

errors in final 

draft.

More than 4 

errors in final 

draft.

4 16

Total score 4 x 25 =

100
64/100

In A Remote Setting
1. Face to face data collection is the only 

reliable assessment. This can be done with 
phone conferences or live online sessions.

2. Good feedback is important for all activities. 
Use a lot of self-checking activities with 
reflection journals for this.

3. Many online learning games give a student a 
score at the end. Have them send you a 
screenshot of the end frame.
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If you don’t see the performance on screen or in person, how do you know they understand?

Quick Check Card
Jerry Wagnor October: Math  Indicators  grade 2

•Sort, classify and order by objects two attributes and explain how things were sorted

•Extend sequences of sounds, shapes or number patterns (AA,B,aa,b,…) 

•Identify multiple categories for sorting data 

•Collect and organize data into charts using tally marks.

•Identify, compare and sort 2-D shapes independent of size, shape or position. 

•Create new shapes by combining or cutting apart existing shapes. 

•Order a sequence of events with respect to time. 

•Tell time to the hour and half hour on digital and analog timepieces. 

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4

1 2  3  4
1 – needs re-teaching

2 – needs practice

3 – needs application

4 – needs enrichment and extension
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Decision-Making Protocol

Page 43

The most important question about progress 

monitoring is, “What are we going to do about 

this data?”
 Do not collect what you do not 

intend to use in the near future.  

 Old data is not helpful and collecting 
useless data eats away at time you 
cannot afford to waste.

 Always chart data so you can make a 
decision about how well things are 
working.
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What Does Research Say?

What To 
Collect and 
How To Use It

Action
Group and regroup

Reassess and adjust

Help students self-monitor

Reflect
Who gets it but needs practice?

Who doesn’t?

Who needs extension and enrichment?

Collection
Observations and performances

Tests and quizzes

Self-assessments
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Make Small Increments of Growth Visible To 

Keep Motivation High

How Can You Manage Your Feelings?
Ready To Learn How I Feel Things I Can Do To Make It Better Was I able to adjust my 

mood when needed?

❑ Slow        

❑ Tired

❑ Bored

❑ Discouraged

❑ Exercise

❑ Take a short break

❑ Play beat the clock

❑ Talk to a friend

❑ Yes

❑ A little bit

❑ Not today

❑ Calm

❑ Focused

❑ Prepared

❑ Curious

❑ Feel proud of myself

❑ Figure out how I did this

❑ Keep asking myself questions

❑ Visualize myself feeling differently

❑ Silly

❑ Proud

❑ Inspired

❑ Excited

❑ Write in my journal

❑ Picture myself feeling successful

❑ Say, I’ll do better next time by…”

❑ Take a little walk or stretch

❑ Ask for help

❑ Nervous

❑ Worried

❑ Panicked

❑ Explosive

❑ Sit quietly and breathe deeply

❑ Visualize myself in my happy place

❑ Listen to calming music

❑ Draw a picture and throw it away

❑ Do self-talk exercises
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Make Small Increments of Growth Visible To 

Keep Motivation High

What Is the Data-Based 

Decision Rule?

The 4-point rule: 

Data indicates that 

the intervention is 

working.  

May consider raising 

the goal.

G

Page 71-74
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G

What Is the Data-
Based Decision Rule?

The 4-point rule: 

Data indicates 

the intervention 

is not working.

Time to change.
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Growth Mindset Questions for Students

Are you getting 
better? Explain how 

you know.

Yes 
What are you doing 

that caused your 
scores to go up?

No

What do you plan to 
do differently 

tomorrow so your 
scores go up?

Growth Mindset, Carol Dweck

Strength Charts: 
margaretsearle.com Downloads

1. Focus and Attention

2. Communication

3. Collaboration

4. Language Development

5. Math

6. Memory 

7. Motivation 

8. Organization

9. Problem Solving

10. Positive Relationships

11. Reading 

12. Remote Learning

13. Resilience/Flexibility

14. Self-monitoring

15. Self Regulation/Impulse Control

16. Writing 
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The Ounce of Prevention

Team planning that prevents students 
from needing Tiers 2 and 3.

How do you replace frustration with 
feelings of accomplishment at team 
meetings?

What is appreciative Inquiry and 
how is it a game changer?
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